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hitebox Security is a leader in the field
of Identity and Access Governance.
The company pioneered Intelligent
Access Governance, which combines the best of
both identity intelligence, and identity & access governance in WhiteOPS™, its key Access Governance
platform. The company has been named one of
the ten most innovative security companies by the
RSA® innovation sandbox, as well as a Gartner’s
cool vendor in 2012 and was shortlisted for ‘best
IAM product’ category by the SC-Magazine Europe
awards in 2012.

What is Access Governance?
Today’s fast-paced business-environments requires
employees to have access to information, where
and when they need it. This leads to a constant
struggle in which organizations are trying to ensure
that employees will have just the needed access,
not less and certainly not more. Simply put, Access
Governance is a technology to help you deal with
this struggle, by answering the following questions:
1) Who did what? 2) Who has access to what? 3)
Who reviewed and approved what? 4) Who should
have access to what? Trying to win this battle with
no suitable means to collect, analyze, manage and
produce true cross-enterprise insights, is practically
impossible.

What makes Access Governance
Intelligent?

Entitlements Integration Kit
Automate entitlements collection from any application across the organization. No coding needed.
Data Classification
Find-out where your sensitive data resides and
don’t lose track of it ever again.
Owner Identification
Identify your resources’ true owners, delegate
authorities to give the owners the needed
independence.
Usage Profiling
Analyze users’ activities to create usage-patterns
to base on, in policy creation and anomalies
detection.
Unified Access Policies
Continuously search for access, segregation–ofduties and controls violations. Respond in realtime.
Access Certification
Usage-aware access certification processes recommend the reviewer on highly probable excess
access.
Requests Automation
Self-Service portal, integrated with powerful what-if
engine to proactively predict violations.

Activity & Identity Monitoring
Have complete visibility over users’ activities.
Always know who did what, when, where and how.
Full Audit-Trail
Every monitored activity is enriched with details
from various in-place security and HR systems.
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